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Abstract--Consider the delay difference equation 
Xn+l-xn+PnXn-k=O, n-- 0,1,2,..., 
where {Pn} is a sequence ofreal numbers and k is a positive integer. New oscillation criteria for this 
equation are established. An extension of the results to difference equations with several delays is 
also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been an increasing interest in the study of the oscillatory and asymptotic 
behavior of the solutions of the delay difference quation 
Axn + pnxn-k = O, n = O, 1,2,. . .  (*) 
where {Pn} is a sequence of real numbers, k is a positive integer, and A denotes the forward 
difference operator Axn = Xn+l - xn. See, for example, [1-5] and the references cited therein. 
Throughout this paper, the sequence {Pn} is supposed to be defined for n _> 0. 
By a solution of equation (.) we mean a sequence {x,~} which is defined for n > -k  and which 
satisfies equation (1) for n > 0. A solution {xn} of equation (*), is said to be oscillatory if the 
terms xn of the solution are neither eventually all positive nor eventually all negative. Otherwise, 
the solution is called nonosciUatory. 
Erbe and Zhang [1] proved that, if Pn >- O, then either one of the following conditions 
k k 
lira inf Pn > (61) n-~oo (k + 1) k+l or 
n 
l imsup Z P i> l  (62) 
r t  --* OO i=n- -k  
implies that all solutions of equation (*) oscillate. Then Ladas, Philos and Sficas [5] proved that 
the same conclusion holds if Pn >_ 0 and 
lim_ inf Z Pi > (k + 1) k+l" (63) 
i=n  - -  k 
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Therefore, they improved the condition (Ct) by replacing the Pn of (Ca) by the arithmetic mean 
of the terms Pn-k , . . .  ,Pn-1 in (C3). In this paper, we obtain a further improvement of the above 
conditions. We also present a sufficient condition under which all solutions of (*) oscillate without 
the assumption that Pn >- 0 for all n _> 0. Finally, we extend our results to difference quations 
with several delays. 
2. INEQUALIT IES AND EQUATIONS 
WITH A SINGLE DELAY 
Consider the difference inequalities 
A xn + pn xn-k  < O, 
A Xn + Pn Xn-k >-- O, 
n -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  and (1) 
n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2) 
and the difference quation 
A Xn + Pn xn-k  = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (3) 
where {Pn} is a sequence of real numbers, k is a positive integer, and A denotes the forward 
difference operator A xn = xn+a - xn. 
By a solution of (1), we mean a sequence {xn} which is defined for n >_ -k  and which 
satisfies (1) for n _> 0. Solutions of (2) are defined in a similar manner. 
To obtain our results, we need the following lemma which is also very interesting in its own 
right (cf. [5-101). 
LEMMA 1. Assume that {Pn} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers and that there exists 
M > 0 such that 
n- -1  
lim inf ~ p~ > M. (4) 
I%---400 
i=n-k  
I f  {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1) then, for every n sufticiently large, there exists 
an integer n* with n - k < n* < n - 1, such that 
z"'-----A _< . (5) 
Xn* 
PROOF. Let {Xn} be an eventually positive solution of (1). By (4), for n sufficiently large, say 
for n > no, 
n-a  
E p~>_M. 
i=n-k  
Thus, for n ~ no + k, we can find an integer n* with n - k _< n* < n - 1 such that (see [5,6]) 
n* n--1 
M M 
P' -> V and P' -> V" (6) 
i=n-k  i=n*  
From (1), taking into account inequalities (6) and the fact that the sequence {xn} is decreasing, 
we have 
n* n* 
xo.+, -- Z (x,- x,+a)_> Z 
i=n  -- k i=n  - k 
pi Xi-k >_ Pi Xn*-k >_ -5-Zn*-k. 
\ i=n-k  
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Similarly, 
x . .  - z .+ l  = (x~ -x~+l )  >_ p~ x~-k _> pi x . -k  > p~ x . -k  _> -~-z.-k. 
i=n*  i=n*  i~-n* \ i -~n*  
Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain 
z~. _> T z . -k  _> T 'T  z . . _~ = ( -y )  x . . -k ,  
that is, inequality (5). The proof is complete. 
In the next theorem we will assume that the coefficients are positive in some intervals but 
otherwise they may oscillate (cf. [7-11]). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that there exists a sequence nm "~ oo such that Pn ~- 0 for 
n e Into - (N + 1)k, nm] and 
Z P i ->c> , fo rne[nm-Nk,  nra], m=1,2 , . . .  (7) 
i=n-k  
where 
N = 1 + logc + (k ~ ' (~og- '~7] . )  - logk)' (8) 
and [-] denotes the greatest integer function. Then 
(1) has no eventually positive solutions, 
(2) has no eventually negative solutions, and 
(3) has oscillatory solutions only. 
PROOF. First, we prove that inequality (1) has no eventually positive solutions. To this end, 
assume, for the sake of contradiction, that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1). Then, 
as in [5], (cf. [10]), we obtain 
On the other hand, by Lemma 1, we have 
Xn_ k 4 
Xn --  C2 ' 
From the above inequalities, it follows that 
Xn- -k  
Xn  
that is, 
for n E [rim - Nk,  nm]. 
for n E [nm - Nk,  nm]. 
C <- -  
- -  C 2 ' 
N< 
log 4 - 2 log c 
- logc + (k + 1)(log(k + 1) - log k)' 
which contradicts the definition of N. 
To prove that (2) has no eventually negative solutions, it suffices to observe that if {xn} is a 
solution of (2) then {-xn} is a solution of (1). 
From the above, it follows that (3) has neither eventually positive nor eventually negative 
solutions, and therefore, every solution of (3) oscillates. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that {Pn} is a nonnegative sequence ofreaJ numbers and let k be a positive 
integer. Assume further that there exists M > 0 such that 
n-1  
l iminf  ~ P i>M,  (9) 
n--*OO 
i=n-k  
and 
Then, 
(1) 
(2) 
(a) 
# = lim suppn > 1 - (10) 
n--*00 
has no eventually positive solutions, 
has no eventually negative solutions, and 
has oscillatory solutions only. 
PROOF. First, we prove that (1) has no eventually positive solutions. To this end, assume, for 
the sake of contradiction, that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1). Then eventually 
A xn = Xn+ l -- Xn <_ --Pn Xn-k <_ 0, 
and so {Xn} is an eventually decreasing sequence of positive numbers. Summing (1) from n - k 
to n -  1, we have 
n-1  
Xn - Xn-k + ~ Pi Xi-k < O, 
i-.--n-k 
and, because {xn} is eventually decreasing, it follows that for n sufficiently large 
or  
\ i=n-k  Xn-k  
and, using Lemma 1, for N sufficiently large there exists an integer n* with N - k _< n* <_ N - 1 
such that 
Xn*-k Pi + "-T- -- 1 < O. 
\ i=n*  -k  
Now let An be a sequence such that p~ -~ ~. For N = An + k + 1, n* satisfies 
An+l  <n*  <: An + k 
or  
Thus, 
n* -k< An <_n* - l .  
i=n°-k pi + - 1 <0,  
which in view of (10), leads to a contradiction. 
The rest of the proof is similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem 1. 
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3. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS WITH SEVERAL DELAYS 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given in such a way that they can be extended in a 
straightforward manner to equations with several delays. 
Consider the difference quation with several delays 
AXn+EpinXn_k  , =0,  n = 0,1,2 , . . . ,  (11) 
i=1 
where, for i = 1,2, . . .  ,e {Pin} are sequences of real numbers and the indices ki are positive 
integers. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that there exists a sequence nm "* oo such that: 
(a) for some i = 1, 2,. . . ,  e pin > 0 for n E [n~ - (N + 1)ki, nra] and a / / j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  e, and 
n- i  ( ki ~k,+i 
E Pii -> c > \k-~--~J for n E [nra- Nk,,nm], m = 1,2, . . .  (12) 
j=n-k l  
or 
(b) for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,e  p i ,  >_0 for n ~ [n~ - (N  + i )~ ,n~] ,  and 
Pij > c > \k - - -~]  for n E Into - Nk_,nm], m = 1,2, . . .  (13) 
j=n-k i=1 
where k = max{k1,..,  ke}, _k = rain{k1,.., k~} and N is as in (8). Then every solution of 
equation (11), oscillates. 
PROOF. Otherwise, there exists an eventually positive solution {Xn} of (11). Then, from equation 
(11), we obtain 
A xn + Pin xn-k, < 0 (14) 
for the i for which (12) holds and 
Axn + (~ pin) Xn-k_ < k=min{k l , . . . , k t} .  (15) 
Using Theorem 1 we see that, in view of (12) inequality (14), and, in view of (13) inequality (15) 
lead to contradictions. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that Pij >_ O, there exists a sequence M > 0 such that: 
(a) for some i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
n--1 
linm_.inf E Pq > M, (16) 
j=n-k i  
and 
lim sup Pin > 1 - , (17) 
or 
(b) 
and 
j=n-_k i=I 
(18) 
2 
n--*oo i=1 
Then every solution of equation (11) oscillates. 
PROOF. Otherwise, as in the proof of Theorem 3, from equation (11), we obtain the inequali- 
ties (14) and (15). Now, using Theorem 2, conditions (16) and (17) and also the conditions (18) 
and (19) lead to contradictions. The proof is complete. 
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4. REMARKS 
Observe that  equations (3) and (11) are the discrete analogues of the delay equations 
&(t) + p(t) x(t  - ~') -= 0, t _> to, 
and 
~t 
+ p , ( t )  x (t - = o, t > to, 
i.~. l 
respectively. Also note that 
1 
- - * -  as k ---* co. 
e 
Therefore, the conditions in Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 may be looked upon as the discrete analogues 
of the conditions in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.3 in [1]. Our results may apply in the case when 
the sequence {p,~} is not assumed to be nonnegative everywhere and also when the conditions 
(61), (62), and (63) fail, i.e., when 
k k 
l im infpn < 
n~ - (k + 1)k+1' 
sup E Pi _< 1, l im 
n-- -*oo i=n-k  
and 
- '  
l im inf E p~ -< 
i~n-k 
k+l 
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